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Overview 

This semester course for students in grades 11 and 12 examines the role of gender in people's lives. Students will analyze how 
attitudes toward gender changed throughout the 20th century and early 21st century. Special attention will be given to the flapper and 
the suffragette era, the 1950s housewife and family life, and the 1960s and 1970s. Students will also look at how gender issues today 
impact their lives. Students will discuss topics such as abortion, body image (eating disorders, steroids, and plastic surgery), diverse 
lifestyles, sexual harassment, and how the media portrays the different genders. Students will also analyze terms relating to gender and 
sexuality including transgender, cisgender, etc. The final unit will discuss gender throughout the world and discuss topics like honor 
killings, female genital mutilation, human trafficking, and child marriage. 
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Unit of Study Pacing Essential Enduring Content Skills Assessment NJCCCS CPI Interdisciplinary 
Weeks Questions Understandings Connections 

Unit I 2 weeks How does Families, the Identifying Analysis of Written and oral 6.2.12.D.5.c WH.11-12.2 
Introduction to American culture media, and social stereotypes of popular culture; presentation Assess the Write arguments 

Gender create and institutions all males and comparison and focusing on influence of focused on 
Stereotyping reinforce gender serve to promote females in our contrast. similarities or television, the discipline-specific 

roles? gender-based culture and how differences Internet, and content. 
stereotypes. they are Patterns of between other forms of b. Develop 

represented in the continuity and character from electronic claim(s) and 
media change over time television or communication counterclaims 

movies and the on the creation fairly and 
Key Terms: Analyze, prevailing and diffusion of thoroughly, 
Stereotypes evaluate, and societal gender cultural and supplying the most 
Male interpret visuals stereotype. political relevant data and 
Female to gain greater information, evidence for each 

understanding of Analysis of worldwide. while pointing out 
the material media clips. the strengths and 

limitations of both 
Support, modify, claim(s) and 
or refute a counterclaims in a 
position in small discipline-appropri 
or large group ate form that 
discussions anticipates the 

audience's 
knowledge level, 
concerns, values, 
and possible 
biases. 

9.3.12.ED-TT.5 
Establish a 
positive climate to 
promote learning. 

9.3.12.AC-DES.2 
Use effective 
communication 
skills and 
strategies 
(listening, 

I 
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speaking, reading, 
writing and 
graphic 
communications) 
to work with 
clients and 
colleagues. 

8.1.8.D.4 Assess 
the credibility and 
accuracy of digital 
content. 

Unit II 2 weeks How do biology Males and Males and Public speaking, Graphic 5.3.12.E.2 WH.11-12.2 
Biological and anatomy females have females differ analysis of organizer and Estimate how Write arguments 
Differences influence distinct genetic biologically and vanous sources, mini-presentation closely related focused on 

behavioral and compositions, this impacts our and drawing comparing species are, based discipline-specific 
physical impacting vision, brains, eyes, ears, conclusions. gender through on scientific content. 
distinctions hearing and brain etc. biology. evidence (e.g., e. Provide a 
between genders? function. Use a variety of anatomical concluding 

Key Terms: organizational Synthesize similarities, statement or 
Male strategies information to similarities of section that 
Female successfully DNA base and/or follows from or 
Gender complete a amino acid supports the 
Gender Identity written sequence). argument 
Gender Roles assessment. presented. 
Sex 
Trans gender 
Transvestite 

4 weeks How have gender An array of Comparison of Collaboration, Cooperative 6.1.12.A. l.B RH.11-12.1. 
Unit III roles and the changes have the decades and textual and visual learning analysis Analyze how Cite specific 

Gentle~ in the 20th media's depiction occurred with how gender analysis of historic and gender property textual evidence to 
Century of them changed respect to societal impacted them contemporary ownership support analysis of 

over time? views on gender, socially and Reading periodicals in religion and legal primary and 
while some economically comprehension, their depiction of secondary sources, 

How did the aspects have summarizing and gender. status affected connecting 
second wave of remained Key Terms: public speaking political rights. insights gained 
feminism affect unchanged. flapper Individual from specific 
the role of pin-up girl Reflective evaluation of details to an 
women m Many more birth control, writing, analysis secondary 6.2.12.D.4.j understanding of 

women entered Alice Paul, Lucy and organization historical Analyze how the 

2 
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American the workforce Burns, Betty sources, social, economic, the text as a 
society? and deviated Friedan, summarized and and political roles whole. 

from various Margaret Sanger presented to of women were 
social norms. peers via graphic transformed RH.11-12.2. 

organizers and during this time Determine the 
oral presentation. period. central ideas or 

information of a 
Reflective essay 6.1.12.D.14.d pnmary or 
on gender roles Evaluate the secondary source; 
and stereotypes extent to which provide an 
in their own women, accurate summary 
families. minorities, that makes clear 

individuals with the relationships 
Gallery walk on gender among the key 
gender in the preferences, and details and ideas. 
decades. individuals with 

disabilities have WH.11-12.4 
met their goals of Produce clear and 
equality in the coherent writing in 
workplace, which the 
politics, and development, 
society. organization and 

style are 
6.1.12.D.13.f appropriate to 
Relate the task, purpose and 
changing role of audience. 
women in the 
labor force to 
changes in family 
structure. 

6.1.12.A.6.B 
Evaluate the 
ways in which 
women organized 
to promote 
government 
policies (i.e. 
abolition 
women's suffrage 

3 
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and the 
temperance 
movement) 
designed to 
address injustice 
inequality 
workplace safety 
and immorality. 

Unit IV 3 weeks How does society There is great Current social Research, Research selected 6.1.12.A.1.B WH.11-12.9. 
Diverse view and treat variation of issues and how analysis of varied issue regarding Analyze how Draw evidence 
Lifestyles individuals acceptance, they affect the sources, use of trans gender gender property from informational 

outside the tolerance, and country and technology. issues, ownership texts to support 
mainstream of recognition for world? cross-dressing religion and legal analysis reflection, 
gender identity? diverse lifestyles Support, modify and genetic and research. 

in American and How current laws or refute a confusion status affected 
world society. and legislation position in small presented in a political rights. 8.1.12.D.3 

are infringing on or large group variety of Compare and 
rights of citizens. discussions possible formats. contrast policies 

6.2.12.D.4.j on filtering and 
Key Terms: Apply critical Research the Analyze how the censorship both 
trans gender, thinking and various forms of social, economic, locally and 
transvestite, problem solving sexuality. and political roles globally. 
cisgender, skills during of women were 
homosexual, learning Use primary transformed 8.1.12.E. l Produce 
bisexual, experiences sources to create during this time a position 
heterosexual, an outcome as period. statement about a 
pansexual, directed by the real world 
asexual, Kinsey question or task. 6.1.12.D.14.d problem by 
Scale, gay Evaluate the developing a 
conversion Synthesize extent to which systematic plan of 
therapy information to women, investigation with 

successfully minorities, peers and experts 
complete a individuals with synthesizing 
written gender information from 
assessment. preferences, and multiple sources. 

4 
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individuals with 

Capstone project disabilities have 
for second met their goals of 
marking period equality in the 
on designing, workplace, 
creating, and politics, and 
teaching a society. 
LGBTQ-related 
lesson into a 6.1.12.A.6.B 
social studies Evaluate the 
classroom. ways in which 

women organized 
to promote 
government 
policies (i.e. 
abolition 
women's suffrage 
and the 
temperance 
movement) 
designed to 
address injustice 
inequality 
workplace safety 
and immorality. 

6.1.12.A.14.B 
Analyze how the 
Supreme Court 
has interpreted 
the Constitution 
to define the 
rights of the 
individual and 
evaluate the 
impact on public 
policies. 

5 
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6.1.12.A.6.B 
Evaluate the 
ways in which 
women organized 
to promote 
government 
policies (i.e. 
abolition 
women's suffrage 
and the 
temperance 
movement) 
designed to 
address injustice 
inequality 
workplace safety 
and immorality. 

UnitV 6 weeks How do issues The debate over How current laws Research, public Cooperative 6.1.12.A.13.b WH.11-12.8. 
Topical Gender surrounding the role of and legislation speaking, visual learning Analyze the Gather relevant 

Issues reproduction government with are infringing on arts, analysis, and presentation and effectiveness of information from 
cause controversy regard to rights of citizens. problem-solution worksheet on national multiple 
with regard to abortion, birth sub-topic related legislation, authoritative print 
government control and Current social Research, critical to abortion. policies, and and digital 
involvement and federalism is issues and how thinking, drawing Supreme Court sources, usmg 
individual multi-faceted and they affect the conclusions, and Legal and decisions (i.e., advanced searches 
liberty? ever evolving. country and developing cultural analysis the Civil Rights effectively; assess 

world. opinion based on of geographic Act, the Voting the strengths and 
How do issues The interpretation research regions for the Rights Act, the limitations of each 
surrounding of the 10th and Key Terms viewpoints on Equal Rights source in terms of 
marriage cause 14th Amendments abortion, birth Evaluating same-sex Amendment, the specific task, 
controversy with is the focus of control, anorexia, graphic clues, marriage. Title VII, Title purpose, and 
regard to debate with bulimia, binge textual analysis IX, Affirmative audience; integrate 
government regard to eating, sexual and public Action, Brown v. information into 
involvement and harassment, speaking Board of the text selectively 

6 
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individual regulation of gender in Analysis of Education, and to maintain the 
liberty? marriage. advertising Research, contemporary Roe v. Wade) in flow of ideas, 

analysis of varied advertising. promoting civil avoiding 
What issues arise Anorexia, sources, use of liberties and plagiarism and 
involving body bulimia, steroid technology equal over reliance on 
image in our use, and plastic opportunities. any one source 
culture and why? surgery have Synthesize the and following a 

become content to 6.1.12.D.14.e standard format 
significant develop Evaluate the role for citation. 
problems in arguments of religion on 
American society cultural and RH.11-12.7. 
due to a variety social mores, Integrate and 
of cultural issues. public opinion, evaluate multiple 

and political sources of 
decisions. information 

presented in 
2.4.12.B.3 diverse formats 
Analyze factors and media (e.g., 
that influence the visually, 
choice, use, and quantitatively, as 
effectiveness of well as in words) 
safer sex methods in order to address 
and a question or solve 
contraception, a problem. 
including 
risk-reduction RH.11-12.5 
and Analyze in detail 
risk-elimination how a complex 
strategies. . . pnmary source 1s 

structured, 
including how key 
sentences, 
paragraphs and 
larger portions of 
the text contribute 
as a whole. 

Unit VI 3 weeks What issues An array of Comparison of Research, Multimedia 6.2.12.D.5.d 8.1.12.A.3 
Gender Around involving gender gender issues laws in the US infusion of presentations on Analyze how Collaborate in 

the World affect people exist including compared to the technology, gender issues in feminist online courses, 
around the human rest of the world public speaking, developing movements and learning 
world? trafficking, nations. social conditions communities, 

7 
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female genital (dealing with and analysis of have affected the social networks or 
mutilation, and marriage, narrative history Use primary lives of women in virtual worlds to 
honor killings. children, etc) sources to create different parts of discuss a 

Recognize a an outcome as the world, and resolution to a 
Roles ofreligion problem and directed by a evaluate women's problem or issue. and impacts brainstorm ways question or task. progress toward 

to solve problems social equality, 
Key Terms: individually or economic 8.1.12.D.3 
human collaboratively equality, and Compare and 
trafficking, honor political equality contrast policies 
killings, acid Apply critical m vanous on filtering and 
attacks, female thinking problem countries. censorship both 
genital solving skills locally and 
circumcision during structured 6.1.12.D.14.E globally. learning Evaluate the role 

expenences of religion on 8.1.12.E.l Produce 
cultural and a position 
social mores statement about a 
public opinion real world 
and political problem by 
decisions. developing a 

systematic plan of 
investigation with 
peers and experts 
synthesizing 
information from 
multiple sources. 
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I am Mala/a, The Girl Who Stood Up for Education and Was Shot by the Taliban, Back Bay Books, 2015. 
My Beautiful Mommy, Michael Salzhauer, Big Tent Books, 2007. 
My Princess Boy, Cheryl Kilodavis, Aladdin, 2010. 
Out with It: Gay and Straight Teens Write about Homosexuality, Youth Communication, 2009. 
Queer History o.fthe United States, Michael Branski, Beacon Press, 2012. 
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The Bust Guide to the New Girl Order, Bust Magazine Enterprises, 1999. 
The Facts on Homosexuality, John Ankerberg, Harvest House Publishers, 2003. 
The Feminine Mystique, Betty Friedan, Dell, 1964. 
The Gay Revolution, Story o.fthe Struggle, Lilianna Faderman, Simon & Schuster, 2016. 
The Gender and Consumer Culture Reader, Jennifer Scalon, NY University Press, 2000. 
The Seventeen Magazine Book of Etiquette and Entertaining, Enid Haupt, David McKay Publishing, 1963. 
Thin, Lauren Greenfield, Chronicle Books, 2006. 
Why Gender Matters, Leonard Sax, Broadway Books, 2005. 
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http://www.abortionfacts.com/ 
This website gives facts, first person narratives, the pro-life and pro-choice perspective, and a variety of other resources dealing with 
abortion. 

h ttps :/ /www. ad I. org/ education-and-resources/ resources- for-educators-parents- fami I ies/1 esson-p I ans 
K-12 lesson plans and resources for learning about human rights. 

http://www.bbc.eo.uk/news/ 
This website has current articles about every region of the world. It breaks up the news by continent which makes it very easy to find 
articles about any topic being covered. 

http://www.census.gov/# 
This website gives data on current statistics dealing with demographics of the United States. It has facts to use and also interactive 
maps to help with visuals in the classroom 

http://criticalmediaproject.org/ 
Free media literacy web resource for educators and students (ages 8-21) that enhances young people's critical thinking and empathy, 
and builds on their capacities to advocate for change around questions of identity. CMP's mission involves raising critical awareness 
about representations in the media and encouraging students to engage in society. 

www.eatingdisordercoalition.org 
This website offers information on eating disorders, facts and statistics as well as how to get involved in the community 

http://gaymarriage.procon.org/ 
A good website with pros and cons about gay marriage. Although now legalized, there is still a great deal of controversy with this 
topic that we examine in the course. 

https :/ /www.guttmacher.org/uni ted-sta tes/ abortion 
Abortion statistics state by state. Gives current statistics and shows what states have laws banned certain medical procedures. 

http://imfromdriftwood.com/ 
Database ofLGBTQ first person narratives and videos as well as resources about the LGBTQ community. 

https:/ /1 istenwise.com/ 
Interactive online media resources, which provide scaffolded learning activities and assessments that correlate with currents events 
and topics of the past. 

http://www.logotv.com/ 
This website has clips of current media shows, articles and information dealing with the topic of diverse lifestyles. 

http://www.nationaleatingdisorders.org/ 
Another website which shows statistics, facts and ways that people with eating disorders can get help. 

https://www.now.org/ 
Includes news articles, current legislation, how to stop domestic violence, etc. about women in America. 

htt:p://www.nytimes.com/ 
This website allows access to current articles dealing with all units of study for the Gender Studies course. 

https://www.plannedparenthood.org/ 
This website allows students to see the resources that Planned Parenthood provides for people in the United States. It allows students 
to see how much Planned Parenthood provides for people since the organization is portrayed in such a negative way. 

http:/ /www. p las ti csurgery. o rg/ 
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A useful website about plastic surgery that helps to show current information about new procedures that are being done in the US. 
There are also statistics from the past five years such as top five procedures, age groups, etc. that help to show trends with plastic 
surgery in our country. 

https://www.tolerance.org/classroom-resources/lessons?fU/o5B0%5D=facet lesson grade leve1%3A35 
Website that focuses on promoting peace and understanding among diverse people. Great resource for my unit on Gender Around the 
World. 

http://transequality.org/ 
Website with information, articles, resources about transgender laws and news for our country. 

http://www.transgenderlaw.org/ 
Website with information, articles, resources about transgender laws and news for our country. 

http://www.youtube.com/education 
Youtube-Education: Access to various lessons and video clips including speeches relevant to the issues in the Gender curriculum, 

https://www.youtube.com/ 
Access to videos and links that are relevant to the Gender curriculum, 

http:/ /www.unodc.org 
A United Nations website that gives information about social, political, and economic problems throughout the world (ex. human 
trafficking). 

http://womenshealth.gov/ 
A website started by the US Department of Health and Human Services that deals specifically with women's health and issues. 

http://www.who.int/en/ 
This website addresses facts and statistics about issues that plague women all over the world dealing with health (domestic violence, 
women's health, etc). There are fact sheets of current information detailing these issues. 

DVDs/Media 

70 Years of the Gay Rights Movement - From Stonewall to DOMA 
Beauty and the Geek Clip 
But I'm A Cheerleader 
Bigger, Faster, Stronger 
Botched Clips 
Chosen - A Human Trafficking Story 
Disney Movie clips about gender roles 
Etiquette Health Films from the 1950's 
Extreme Cougars Clip 
How I Met Your Mother - (Gender Roles) 
How Kids React to Gay Marriage 
Honor Killing In America 
If These Walls Could Talk 
Imagine a World Where Being Gay is the Norm and Straight is the Minority Short Film 
In a Heartbeat 
Killing Us Softly 
Iron Jawed Angels 
Leave it to Beaver 
Mad Men clips 
Matthew Shepard Was My Friend Clip 
Middle Sexes 
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Milk Clips 
Mr.Mom 
MTV True Life - Steroid Use 
My Husband's Not Gay Clip 
Oprah Episode - Transgender Children 
"Pregnant Man" Dateline Episode 
Reversing Female Circumcision - The Cut that Heals 
Ridiculousness Clip (showing risk taking behavior) 
Rupaul 's Drag Race Clip 
Saving Face 
Thin 
Thinspiration Youtube Clips 
Toddlers and Tiaras Clip 
Various Clips of Female - Male and Male - Female transitions 
We Got Gay 
We Went to Gay Conversion Therapy Clip 
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